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ABSTRACT
The characteristics of synchronous generator can

be emulated by power electronic devices to provide
moment of inertia and damping for the power grid. It is
considered an effective way to connect sustainable
energy generation to the power grid. If the voltage of
grid-connection point drops because of power grid
failure, it may lead to overcurrent, unbalance and
instability for virtual synchronous generator (VSG).
Therefore, a low-voltage ride-through (LVRT) control
strategy for VSG is proposed in the paper. The power
loop of VSG is analyzed based on the small-signal model.
When an asymmetric fault occurs in the power grid, the
positive and negative sequence current control is
performed to achieve output current balance. The
transient and steady current can be restrained by extra
virtual reactance. At the same time, the reactive power
is increased to support power grid voltage and the active
power is decreased to restrain the steady current and
improve the stability. The simulation and experimental
results show that the control strategy is effective.

Keywords: Virtual Synchronous Generator, Small Signal
Model, Low-voltage Ride-through, Power Loop

TABLE 1: NOMENCLATURE

Symbol Description

Ild_n Negative Sequence D-axis Current

Ilq_n Negative Sequence Q-axis Current

Uod_n Negative Sequence D-axis Voltage

Uoq_n Negative Sequence Q-axis Voltage

ωLf1 D-axis Compensation Inductance

Uabc- Three-phase Negative Sequence Voltage

ωLf2 Q-axis Compensation Inductance

ωt Electrical Angle

ω  Angular Frequency

ω0 Initial Angular Frequency

Uβ Input of Second Order Generalized Integrator

1. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of distributed power

generation, a number of problems have been exposed
such as three-phase unbalance because of harmonics. It
is also easily affected by meteorological factors which
cannot guarantee the stability for microgrid. Though the
conventional grid-connected inverters can respond
quickly, there is almost no moment of inertia and
damping which is difficult to participate in voltage and
frequency regulation. Therefore, VSG is proposed to the
converter control which can emulate synchronous
generator characteristics. It can not only take part in the
frequency and voltage regulation, but also enhance the
stability of microgrid by virtual moment of inertia and
damping [1-4].

When VSG is connected to the medium or low

voltage power grid, the connection point is usually at the         
 end of the grid. The power grid fault often occurs such as 
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short-circuit or voltage imbalance. The operation
mechanism and output performance of VSG are not only
related to the utilization rate of renewable energy
generation, but also affecting the safe and stable
operation of the power grid. When a symmetrical fault
occurs in the power grid, it is easy to lead to overcurrent
for traditional VSG. When an asymmetric fault occurs in
the power grid, the output current of the traditional VSG
may lead to three-phase unbalance. Therefore, the
research on the control strategy of VSG under grid fault
mode is important for industrial application. At present,
the research on the control strategy of VSG under power
grid fault mode is not perfect enough [5-9].

In [10], the superconducting fault current limiter （

SFCL ） is proposed to the VSG. It can fulfill LVRT
because it can restrain the fault current. However, the
size and economy of the overall system need to be
improved due to the addition of SFCL in hardware. In
[11], the dynamic voltage support control strategies are
discussed to achieve LVRT for single-phase photovoltaic
inverters. Nevertheless, the symmetrical and asymmetric
faults in three-phase system are not analyzed in detail. In
[12], the transient stability of multi-VSGs is improved in
the islanding mode. However, the reactive power
compensation and negative sequence current balance
during LVRT are not fully described.

Therefore, a control strategy of VSG is proposed in
the paper which can regulate the current, voltage, virtual
reactance, active power and reactive power for power
grid fault. The simulation and experimental results show
that the design is feasible.

2. SMALL SIGNAL MODEL OF VSG

2.1 Control Diagram of VSG

As shown in Fig. 1, it is the main circuit of VSG. eabc =

[ea，eb，ec]T，uabc=[ua，ub，uc]T，iabc=[ia，ib，ic]T are
the voltage of the bridge arm midpoint, output voltage
and output current respectively. Rs is the internal resistor
of the inverter. Ls is the filter inductor. Cs is the filter
capacitor. Pe is the output active power and Qe is the
output reactive power of the inverter. Rline is the line
resistor. Lline is the line inductor [13-14].

As shown in Fig. 2, it is the power control loop block

diagram. The modulation voltage of inverter eam，ebm

and ecm are composed of two parts. The active power
control loop will generate the phase and the reactive
power control loop will generate the voltage amplitude
of the internal voltage respectively. Where, Pset is the
active power reference. Dp is the active power-frequency

droop coefficient.  ω is the angular frequency of VSG. 
ωN is the nominal angular frequency.
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Fig. 1. Main circuit of VSG

And J is the virtual of moment of inertia. K is the
reactive power adjustment coefficient. The parameters
in the reactive power loop have similar corresponding
meanings [15-16].
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Fig. 2. Power loop control block diagram

2.2 Small Signal Model of VSG

As shown in the equation (1) and (2), it is assumed
that the instantaneous value of active power and the
instantaneous value of reactive power are equal to their
average values in the half period (0.01 s).

ܲ ≈ ܲ݁
݈ܶ݅݊݁ /2

=
ଶ

்
∫ ܲ ݐ݀

మ

(1)

ܳ ≈ ܳ݁ܶ
݈݅݊ /݁2

=
ଶ

்
∫ ܳ

మ

ݐ݀ (2)

்ܲ/ଶ
—— Active power average；

்ܳ/ଶ
—— Reactive power average；

Tline —— Period；
Then, the control equation is shown as (3):
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Where,⸹ is the power angle. KPWM is coefficient of the
pulse-width modulation (PWM) module. Then, the
variable can be described as the sum of the steady state
and the small disturbance:
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Where, ωN, δn, Emn, En, Pen and Qen are the angular

frequency, power angle, root mean square（RMS）
value of modulating waveform, RMS value of midpoint of
the bridge arm, output active power and output reactive

power. ߱
∧

, ߜ
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When Dq1 = UinDq/(2Utri), the Laplace transformation
of equation (5) is:
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According to equation (6), the power-frequency
small signal model of VSG in the Laplace domain can be
described as shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Small Signal Power loop control block diagram

As shown in Fig. 3, there is coupling between the
active power loop and the reactive power loop.

3. LVRT UNDER GRID FAULT MODE

3.1 Restrain Steady and Transient Fault Current
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Fig. 4. Equivalent circuit in power grid fault mode
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As shown in Fig. 4, it is the equivalent circuit in power
grid fault mode. Where, Rf is the equivalent resistor of
VSG. Lf is the equivalent inductor of VSG. Rv is the virtual
resistor. Lv is the virtual inductor. Ueq is the voltage of
short-circuit point. E is output voltage of VSG. Then, the
steady current (∞)ܫ and the current at the moment of
faultܫ�ା can be calculated as shown in the equation (7)
and (8).

(∞)ܫ������� =
ܧ െ ܷ(0ା)

ሺܴ   ܴ௩ሻ ሺ݆ܺ ܺ௩)
(7)

ାܫ������� =
ܧ െ ܷ(0ି)

ሺܴ   ܴ௩ሻ ሺ݆ܺ  ௩ܺ)
(8)

In the equation (7) and (8), Ueq(0-) and Ueq(0+) are
the voltage of short-circuit point before and after 0
second. E depends on the power loop which the
adjustment procedure is slow. Ueq(0+) and Ueq(0-)
depend on the unpredictable short-circuit point.
Therefore, the steady and transient current can be
restrained by adjusting the virtual impedance to be
(Rv+jXv) >> (Rf+jXf).

From equation (3), the coupling coefficient of active
power P can be defined as kP. And the coupling
coefficient of reactive power Q can be defined as kQ.

݇ =
ങು

ങಶ
ങು

ങഃ

=
(௦ೡାோೡ)௦ఋାೡ௦ ఋ

ି(௦ೡାோೡ)ா௦ఋାೡா௦ఋ
(9)
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=
ି(௦ೡାோೡ)ா௦ఋାೡா௦ఋ

ି(௦ೡାோೡ)௦ఋାೡ௦ఋ
(10)

The power coupling coefficient k can be defined as
equation (11).

݇ൌ
݇ܲ

݇ܳ
=

ݒܴ ݒܺߜݏܿ ߜ݊݅ݏ

െܴݒ ݒܺߜ݊݅ݏ ߜݏܿ
(11)

The value of the virtual resistance Rv and the virtual
reactance Xv can be derived when the power coupling
coefficient k is minimum.

The virtual reactance Xv can be calculated by the
equation (12).

௩ܮ =
ೡ

ఠ
(12)

Where, ωn is the grid rated angular frequency.
As shown in Fig. 5, it is the corresponding

relationship between the power coupling coefficient k
and the virtual resistance Rv and virtual reactance Xv.

3.2 Three-phase balance current adjustment

When an asymmetrical fault occurs in the power
grid, the VSG is required to not disconnect from the
power grid and the output current to maintain three-
phase balance. Therefore, the output current control is
divided into the positive sequence control and negative
sequence control respectively. The positive sequence
current control maintains the original control strategy.

Fig. 5 Power coupling coefficient k

The negative sequence current reference value is set
to be zero for the negative sequence current control loop
as shown in Fig. 6. Where, the description of the symbols
is shown in Table 1.

Fig. 6 Negative Sequence Current Control

It is necessary to separate positive and negative
sequence components for both voltage and current
before control. Therefore, the second order generalized
integrator (SOGI) is proposed to separate the positive
and negative sequences as shown in Fig.7. The advantage
of SOGI is that it has good filtering characteristics while
separating positive and negative sequences.

Fig. 7 Second Order Generalized Integrator

3.3 Active and Reactive Power Regulation
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When the voltage of connection point drops because
of power grid failure, VSG is required to supply extra
reactive power to the grid to support the power grid
voltage. The deeper the grid voltage drops, the greater
the reactive power required to be supplied for the grid
as shown in the equation (13).

 ∆ܳ = ௨ܳܭ ∗
∆U

ܷ
(13)

Where, ∆Q is the reactive power variation and ∆U

is the voltage variation. Ku is the proportional coefficient.
As shown in Fig. 8 (a), the output active power will

decrease because the voltage drops during the power
grid fault. According to the law of equal area, the whole
system will be unstable if the acceleration area is larger
than the maximum deceleration area. Therefore, it is
necessary to reset the reference value of the active
power by equation (14) and (15). As shown in Fig. 8 (b),
it can not only reduce the acceleration area, but also
increase the maximum deceleration area.
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Fig. 8 P-⸹ curve

∆ܲ ≥ ܲ − ට( ܲ
ଶ + ܳ

ଶ) − (ܳ + ∆Q)ଶ (14)

ܲ∗ = ܲ − ∆ܲ (15)

Where, Pref is the original reference value of active
power and Pref* is the modified reference value of active
power during the power grid fault.

4. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT
The VSG model based on MATLAB is built for

simulation to verify the effectiveness of the design. The
LVRT is validated in the case of single-phase, two-phase
and three-phase power grid faults. The parameters of
the model are shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2: PARAMETERS OF SIMULATION MODEL
Parameter Value Parameter Value

Rated frequency 50 Hz Filter inductance 2*10-3 H

Switching

frequency
10 KHz Line capacitance 5*10-6 F

Rated AC voltage 380 V Filter resistance 0.02 Ω

DC voltage 700 V
Rated active

power
9 KW

Virtual moment of

inertial
0.1 Virtual damping 15

The whole simulation time is 1.7 S. During 0-0.5 S,
the power grid voltage is normal. The fault in power grid
occurs from 0.5 S to 1.2 S. And the fault is cleared from
1.2 S.

4.1 Single-phase Fault

As shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10，it is the waveform of
the single-phase fault under LVRT and traditional VSG
mode. The single-phase voltage drops to 60% of the
rated voltage. The active power reference is set to be 9
KW. And the reactive power reference is set to be 0 KVar.
In the traditional VSG mode, the output current is
unbalance and is larger than normal value. The active
power does not change much during the fault. In LVRT
mode, the output current is balance and the fault current
is less than normal value. The active power decreases
and the reactive power increases during the fault. When
the single-phase fault is over, the active power and
reactive power restore to be the normal value.
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Fig. 9 Single-phase fault of LVRT mode

Fig. 10 Single-phase fault of traditional VSG mode

4.2 Two-phase Fault

As shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12，it is the waveform
of the two-phase fault under LVRT and traditional VSG
mode. The two-phase voltage drops to 40% of the rated
voltage. The active power reference is set to be 9 KW.
And the reactive power reference is set to be 0 KVar.
Compared with the traditional mode, the output current
is balance and the fault current is less than normal value
In LVRT mode.

Fig. 11 Two-phase fault of LVRT VSG mode
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Fig. 12 Two-phase fault of LVRT mode

4.3 Three-phase Fault

As shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14，it is the waveform
of the three-phase fault under LVRT and traditional VSG
mode. The three-phase voltage drops to 60% of the rated
voltage. The active power reference is set to be 9 KW.
And the reactive power reference is set to be 0 KVar. In
the traditional VSG mode, the output current is larger
than the current in LVRT. The active power does not
change much during the fault in traditional VSG mode.
And the active power decreases during the fault in LVRT
mode.

Fig. 13 Three-phase fault of LVRT mode

Fig. 14 Three-phase fault of traditional VSG mode

4.4 Experiment

An experiment platform is built to verify the
effectiveness of the LVRT control strategy. The DC power
supply is Agilent N8955A. The three-phase inverter is
YXPHM-TP210B-II. The AC power supply is Chroma
programmable AC source 61512 which can emulate the
power grid fault. The controller is YXSPACE sp2000. The
experimental results under asymmetric and symmetric
are shown as Fig. 15 and Fig.16. When the phase A, B or
C voltage drops, the output current is stable, balance and
not overcurrent. The reactive power increases and the
active power decreases during the grid fault. The active
power and reactive power of VSG restore to be normal
after the grid fault is over.

Time (Seconds)

Ua

Ub & Uc

Ia

Q

P

Fig. 15 20% sag of single-phase fault
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Fig. 16 20% sag of three-phase fault

4.5 Results and Discussion

As shown from Fig. 9 to Fig. 15, the waveforms in
LVRT mode have been improved compared with the
traditional VSG mode. In the traditional VSG mode, the
output current is unbalance and is larger than the normal
value. The active power and reactive power do not
change much during the fault. In LVRT mode, the output
current is balance and the fault current is less than the
normal value. The active power decreases and the
reactive power increases during the fault. When the
symmetrical or asymmetric fault is over, the active
power and reactive power can restore to be the normal
value in time.

5. CONCLUSIONS
A LVRT control strategy of VSG is proposed in detail

in the paper. The virtual reactance is designed to restrain
the transient and steady fault current. The negative
sequence current control is designed to eliminate the
unbalance of output current. The reactive and active
power is designed to support the power grid voltage and
improve the stability. The simulation and experiment
result shows that the control strategy of VSG under
power grid fault mode is feasible and effective.
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